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        The World’s Insight Network

                    Get ahead with the expertise you need to make smarter decisions. 

                            
                                    Become A Client                                    Become An Expert                            

            

    




	
					
  

			
  

		
		
								
						
							
																	
										Uncover the Potential of Generative AI 									

																		
										Explore perspectives from IT and business leaders on the opportunities and challenges, and how research can navigate the evolving world of Generative AI.
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										Revamped Experience and New Content on the GLG Library									

																		
										The Library is where our clients go to learn and discover quickly. Check out the new features and enhancements, helping clients easily access the content most relevant to them.
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										Get Uncommon Insight with GLG’s B2B Surveys									

																		
										Reach your target audience every time with our readily accessible B2B populations that span across every industry and sector.
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										Celebrating 10 Years of GLG Social Impact									

																		
										The GLG Social Impact Fellowship provides select nonprofits and social enterprises with a two-year pro bono partnership with GLG
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											The Experts on Expertise

					
					
					
					
					
					
									
					
											We pioneered the expert economy, giving professionals a way to make a decision and feel good about it. And still today, the world’s leading organizations prosper with the confidence that comes from experience-based insight. GLG has made accessing experts easy for over 25 years and we continue to innovate across the client experience.
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            Solutions to Support Your Decision Making Journey

            
                Build on what you know and gain confidence as you explore a new strategy, product, segment, or direction.

                                    
                        
Learn more
                    

                            

        

                
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                                            
                                                                      

                                                        GLG Calls

                            GLG Calls connects you with trusted experts in specific topics, businesses, or industries for a one-on-one, translated, or multiparty conversation that you control. 



                                                            
                                                                        

                                

                                                    

                                            
                                    

                                            
                                            
                                            
                                                            
                                                                      

                                                        GLG Surveys

                            GLG Surveys helps you meet your research objectives by delivering a full spectrum of insights from the world’s most diverse source of first-hand B2B expertise.



                                                            
                                                                        

                                

                                                    

                                            
                                    

                                            
                                            
                                            
                                                            
                                                                      

                                                        GLG Integrated Insights

                            
GLG Integrated Insights combines several offerings to address your broader needs, including market assessments, company research studies, and competitive landscape analyses, all led by a team member with deep industry knowledge.
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                                                        GLG Qualitative

                            GLG Qualitative provides you with in-person or virtual focus groups, workshops, discussion panels, moderated calls, or other insight-gathering experiences with Network Members.



                                                            
                                                                        

                                

                                                    

                                            
                                    

                                            
                                            
                                            
                                                            
                                                                      

                                                        GLG Events

                            GLG Events brings the world’s leading experts together to share perspectives and discuss industry trends and implications through virtual and live roundtables, webcasts, teleconferences, and other interactive conversations.



                                                            
                                                                        

                                

                                                    

                                            
                                    

                                            
                                            
                                            
                                                            
                                                                      

                                                        GLG Library

                            A subscription to GLG Library, accessed through the MyGLG platform, connects you to thousands of teleconference transcripts and on-demand webcasts, led by our global subject matter experts.



                                                            
                                                                        

                                

                                                    

                                            
                                    

                    

        



                    


            How It Works

            
                    
                  

                Identify Your Topic

                
                    Our team of professionals will work with you to create a tailored approach that identifies, assesses, and answers your questions on your timeline.

                                    

            

                    
                      

                Design a Plan

                
                    Based on your needs, we further work with you to design a plan with our distinct offerings.

                                            
                                                           See our services 
                                                    

                                    

            

                    
                      

                Learn Fromthe Best

                
                    Connect with the right subject matter experts for your specific needs, in your timeframe. GLG works with approximately 1 million professionals across industry, role, and geography.

                                    

            

            





    Best-in-Class Compliance Framework

    
        GLG clients value our experts for their knowledge and insights, but also recognize and respect their limitations.

We have worked with thousands of clients, companies, and experts to develop the world’s most robust compliance framework for primary research.

                    
                                    Learn more 
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                    Article

                    Navigating the Landscape of Generative AI

                                                                Explore perspectives from IT and business leaders on the opportunities and challenges of Generative AI.

                                        Find Out More
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                    Spotlight

                    Providing Insights Amid a Regional Banking Crisis

                                                                GLG held an expert-led event within hours of the SVB news breaking, which allowed clients around the globe to access timely insights on the evolving economic landscape.

                                        Find Out More
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                    Your Guide to Effective Pricing Research

                                                                Master your pricing strategy by learning how and when to use different pricing research methodologies effectively within the product development process.

                                        Find Out More
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                    Spotlight

                    Quantifying Customers’ Willingness to Pay

                                                                A chemical company used GLG’s Price CheX simulator to test various what-if pricing scenarios and determine the perceived price premium for their alternative products as well as customer switching behavior.

                                        Find Out More
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                    Ensure B2B Survey Data Quality

                                                                Get insight on research methods needed to help guarantee robust and trustworthy samples for your research.

                                        Find Out More
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                    Spotlight

                    Staffing an Expert on a Transformation Project

                                                                A GLG expert with extensive mining expertise partnered with a professional service firm client for 2 months on a major transformation project in the mining and metals space.

                                        Find Out More
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                                                Vijay Jasuja

                        Former CEO of SBI Card

                        Vijay is a top banking, financial services, and insurance executive with more than 40 years of leadership experience across Indian and global markets. His career with the State Bank of India spanned more than 30 years and multiple key roles, including CEO of SBI Card, India’s largest pure play credit card. Since 2019, Vijay has helped GLG clients better understand the complexities of the Indian credit card market.




						                        	Read the Interview
						                    

                                    
                                                Susan Ennis

                        Media, Entertainment, & Brand Strategist

                        During Susan’s 36 years at HBO, she helped the network transform from a premium cable channel to a digital streaming powerhouse. Her expertise has been especially sought-after as media players navigate today’s streaming wars. Hear from Susan about how she provides a broader media perspective. 




						                        	Read the Interview
						                    

                                    
                                                Geoff Hobbs

                        Former Bosch Europe Development Director

                        A leading expert on renewable heating with 35 years of experience, Geoff advises GLG clients, as well as those at his private UK-based consultancy, on how to navigate new opportunities in complex international heat pump markets—a sector that has suddenly flourished but has few accurate resources and nuanced counsel is scarce.
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						Careers                    

                                
									
						We’re looking for smart, curious people to help us bring the power of insight to every great professional decision.

					

                
                                    
                                                        
Work at GLG
                                            

                
			

		

                                    
                        
            
                
									
						Get in Touch                    

                                
									
						Are you looking to uncover and leverage insights?

					

                
                                    
                                                        
Work with us
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We bring the power of insight to every great professional decision.
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